
Getting and Giving What We Want

            Make an enticing invitation - focus on what you actually want.

Ask in a way that makes it easy for the other person to be honest.

                         Be respectl, and ready to hear “no”.

                    Say “If you’d be interested, I’d be interested.” 

The most aracve invitaons - and the best experiences - arise 
when you’re genuinely interested in what the other person wants.

It can be hard to ask, as it feels vulnerable. But vulnerability leads 
to all the good things in life: trust, love, belonging, acceptance. 
Having the courage to ask is necessary for experiencing real 
inmacy and sasfacon.

Consent is about respect. It’s a collaboraon to create the best 
experience for everyone involved.

Consent is an acve process that includes asking for what we 
want. It is always our responsibility to respect our partner’s 
consent, and to communicate our own yes and no.

Non-verbal cues can be lovely with a long term partner, but with a 
new partner or acvity, verbal communicaon - asking 
and ansand answering - is clearer and safer.

       Just “No” is fine. If it sounds rude, try “No thank you.”
You don’t need to plain or justify your no. 

To be polite, you can say “No, but thank you for asking”, 
            or “I really appreciate you asking, and my answer’s no”.
         Don’t say “yes” or “maybe later” when you mean no.

Many of us are taught to respect other people’s desires more than 
our own. This makes it hard to say no, or even know when we 
should. Reading our own bodies and reacons is a great way to tell 
what we want, and communicang this is essenal for our self 
respect.

Take your me: “Give me a moment to think about that.” This shows
 you’re taking the queson seriously. 

Imagine saying “yes” and then “no”, and noce how each feels in
your body. The one that feels beer is your answer.

If you aren’t sure, that means no. “No for now, thank you.”

Saying no is totally acceptable. By being honest you’re doing the 
asker a favour, and helping both of you avoid a negave situaon. 
You’re giving them the informaon they need to respect consent.

Both asking for what we want, and saying no, can be hard, but 
they both get easier with pracce. 

Consent is acve and ongoing. You are encouraged to change your 
mind! 

As a situaon develops, it’s expected and appropriate that our 
desires will evolve. A “No thank you” to a stranger could turn into a 
“Hell yes!” aer we’ve made a connecon. Equally, more familiarity
cancan lead us to realise we aren’t as interested as we inially thought. 
By saying “Wait, I’ve changed my mind” you are helping your partner 
respect your boundaries.

Stay open to your feelings as they develop. Even in an ongoing 
relaonship, connuing to negoate consent is crucial.

Accept the answer. If you receive a no, don’t argue, persuade, 
pressure or ask repeatedly. 

Be appreciave, especially of a no! Now you know what the other 
person wants - this is a gi, which might have been uncomfortable 

to give. Say: “ ank you for your honesty”.

If they propose an alternave, this is a delighul opportunity to 
discover what would work for both of you.

We’re not owed anything by anyone else. It’s important to be 
respecul, whatever answer we get.

If this is something you struggle with, pracse making invitaons 
and giving authenc answers with a friend, paying parcular 
aenon to pracsing saying no.

You don’t owe anyone anything: you owe yourself respect.

You aren’t obliged to do anything, regardless of what you’ve 
said before. 

Re-negotiation can enable you both to get - and give - 
something you do both want right now.

If you have a change of heart in the middle of an interacon, 
communicang that you’ve changed your mind is especially 
important, even if it feels hard. 

“I was interested before and now I find that I’m not.”

“ e moment has passed,” or “ e spark has faded”.

“ is isn’t working for me.”

“ ank you, that’s enough for now.”

“And” can be more posive and powerful than “but”: 

“ is has been lovely and I’m ready for something else.”

“I was really curious to try this, and now I’m finding it’s not my “I was really curious to try this, and now I’m finding it’s not my 
thing aer all. Can we do something else?”

“I’m not really feeling this, I’d like to try X.”


